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Project Presentation
This year Mr. Palix is planning to buy a server to host services aimed at INFO students.This project aim is to create an auto deployment process to install this server easily. Onthe side, we developed a small web application storing and displaying the previousinternships done by the students. This service was proposed by Mr. Méhaut.
In this document we will present the project we made as well as technical details, theorganization of the team and the difficulties we have encountered.
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Project Organization
As the server is brand new we had to figure out it’s usages.The first step of this projectwas to understand what would be useful to the users of this servers. We did a survey tothe info students as well as the teachers to get the ideas. Once we collected enoughdata, we selected the ones which seemed the most feasible and useful, with theagreement of our referring teacher.
Then we divided the work as following :

 Antoine worked on the server and various services with docker
 Gilles and Corentin focused on the internship database service build with PHPand Posgres.

We kept this organization all along the project sessions without leaving aside thecollaboration and reviewing. The provided git repositories where used to centralize codeand review the code. The repositories are available here :
https://gricad-gitlab.univ-grenoble-alpes.fr/Projets-INFO4/20-21/09

Project Monitoring
As asked we filled in a file summarizing the work done each worked day on the project.It can be found on gricad.
We tried to work with agile methods. At the beginning of sessions we met to discussabout what we did the last time, our difficulties and what we plan to do this time. Thisallowed us to keep track of the global advancement of the project and take the rightdecisions. Knowing the difficulties of other team members promoted mutual support andallowed us to keep going forward.

https://gricad-gitlab.univ-grenoble-alpes.fr/Projets-INFO4/20-21/09
https://gricad-gitlab.univ-grenoble-alpes.fr/Projets-INFO4/20-21/09/docs/-/blob/master/Serveur_filiere_info4_2020_2021.md
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INFO Server Infrastructure
Architecture
To build the infrastructure of the INFO server intranet, we first had pick one approachover several ones for orchestrating and virtualizing the services we want to implement.Here is a non-exhaustive list of our options:

– Applications in screens, with everything on the same session, on the same OS(directly on the host): Very difficult to package, non-uniform environment, securityconcerns.– Applications in Virtual Machines: Very complicated for our use case.– Applications in Docker containers, managed with docker-compose (or Swarm):This is the implementation we stuck with.
With our virtualization technology in mind, we began thinking on how to implement allthe different services, and how to restrict access to INFO students only. This is when wedecided to separate the Front-end from the Back-end.
On top of the security improvements it provides, adding a web Front-end will helpcentralizing all HTTP traffic on one single port for all service endpoints. This is prettierthan having to specify ports in the URL the user has to access.
We decided to use Traefik as a reverse-proxy, having prior experience with it in aproduction environment, we knew it was a safe decision. Traefik is a dynamic reverse-proxy, meaning that its configuration is not centralized in a single config file. Rather, itscans for containers currently running, and redirects the request to the best fit, followingthe load balancing algorithm we set (RoundRobin by default). It also supports staticconfiguration files of course.
Using Traefik also helps with something we were worried about from the beginning: SSLencryption. HTTPS is now a default standard, and every system has to support it. All ourservices has to be severed in HTTPS, especially since we will use a login system.Thankfully, Traefik handles that for us and wraps the internal, non-secured traffic, insidean SSL stream between the User and the Front-end.
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Services
Overleaf

Based on its open-source counterpart, ShareLaTeX, Overleaf is a collaborative systemused to concurrently edit LaTeX files together as a team, with access to all popularpackages.
Its community version includes all the features you need for a LaTeX editor, and has nolimitations. It only lacks LDAP authentication, which is limited to the Enterprise Edition.
This was requested by students, as it is a popular service used by many in INFO, andespecially in one particular course, which requires handing out reports in LaTeXspecifically.

Stage
This is a database of all past INFO internships. This was proposed by Mr. Méhaut, oneof our teacher and the person in charge of internships in our department.
This is custom service we created on a separate repository regarding to its size, it iscontained within the main repository through a git submodule, which has to be updatedregularly to match the latest version of the project. We will discuss a more details on thisservice below.
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LDAP

LDAP is not a service users can access directly. It is designed to provide a centralizedaccess to user profiles throughout the intranet. It is edited by administrators through adedicated service called PhpLdapAdmin, and queried by services in a back-end network.
It contains user information such as its login, first and last name, encrypted password,and potentially more system-bound information (home path, groupid...).

StudentSpace

This is a compound of several services, packaged together in one compose file. Thisaims at providing a ready-to-use Linux box for anyone to jump in and code something.
This was highly requested among the INFO users, from running python scripts, toworking on Emacs with Coq remotely (a student without a fully setup computer available).
We wanted this service to be easily accessible, so we tried to make it work withguacamole, a web-based X server compatible with the RDP protocol.
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Not only can you access the box with Guacamole, but also a dedicated set of ports canbe allocated to access a box directly by connecting with a RDP client directly (forexample: rdesktop, or the Windows RDP client).
The number of boxes and the virtualization limits can be set in the central configurationto adapt the requirements if needed.

Authelia

This system has a single purpose, provide security and user-only access to the intranet.
As we do not have access to UGA’s CAS provider, running shibboleth, we had to comeup with an alternative, a swappable, solution. We decided to create a Autheliamiddleware to the Front-end traffic.
It filters through all traffic, verifying the authenticity of a user by checking itsauthentication cookie, storing a token that Authelia can recognize. This cookie is setwhen a user successfully authenticates on the system’s page (give HTTPS encryptionis enabled and working correctly).
This system can authenticate with protocols other than LDAP, or can even be swappedentirely to use a different middleware (such as CAS or keycloak for example).
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Homepage

This simple Nginx container runs a webpage, displaying all the links a user can accesswhen connecting to the domain of the INFO server.
Traefik

The front-end of our infrastructure, it provides SSL encryption, forwards requests toback-end services, provides the ability to add authentication middlewares to traffic,provides load balancing between containers natively, and more.
It does what it’s supposed to do, and it works well.

How it works
The stack is split in 2 distinctive parts : The builder and the environments.
Builder
The builder contains the image descriptors and the scripts for automating builds.
We created images to complete existing ones, or from a plain linux distribution (in thecase of student space, where we needed to add a lot of specialized packages).
Environments
We designed the repository so we can have multiples environments, isolated from eachothers. dev is the main one, but it should be copied over and edited to create aproduction-ready environment.
Each environment is composed of scripts, storage and stacks.
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Scripts typically help the admin setup and update and deployed environment onthe host. Setup scripts usually are one-off scripts used as tools to initiate the docker host.While the deploy script helps deploying all services at once, or individually if necessary.
Storage serves as the place where all permanent data and configuration is stored.So will find LDAP, authelia’s cache, services configurations, homepage’s pages and,most importantly, variables.sh. variable.sh is the main configuration file, it

contains all variables used for deployment. It does not represent all configurationneeded, but a good portion is stored here.
Stacks contains all the infrastructure related descriptors. Every service isdescribed by a human-readable file format called a Docker Compose file. It is written inthe YAML file format, following a structure the docker-compose tools can parse. Theyare compatible with the local docker service and docker swarm, if needed. These YAMLdescriptions files are stored in the stacks directory of the environment.

Results
All of this enables the administrator to easily deploy the whole stack on the host,directly from a script.
Configuration has been made easy, with deployment settings in a bash file, andconfigurations in a storage folder.
A detailed documentation and report (you are reading this right now!) has beenproduced to more detail the intricacies of all the features our production provides.

Once the stacks has been deployed, you can access it with https on the hostname youconfigured (localhost by default in variables.sh).

Documentation
The documentation has been written to describe, understand, prepare and deploy thewhole stack with all its services.
It is available in the repository.
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Internship database application
This service keep track of all the internships done by the students and enable them toeasily find interesting companies that could offer interesting internships.
Architecture
The app is written in PHP backed up by a Postgres database. The maturity of thislanguage made it easy to start the project and begin to create functionality from thebeginning. It is also very expandable since this language is known by a lot of people. Wechoose Postgres for the database because it is open source and it is efficient. We alsoused an integrated functionality to parse the internship descriptions to implement a well-functioning search option that can recognize capital letters, plural and different forms ofthe same word.
The app is essentially made of three parts:

Back-end
It provides the functionalities used by the other parts of the app. It is made of severalfiles that can be imported separately to keep the page loading as efficient as possible.The files are composed of several well documented functions. The backed is located inthe lib/ folder.

Front-end
The pages are dynamically generated with mainly HTML and some php functions at thebottom of the files to generate chunks of HTML. These functions do not call or use theback-end to keep the separation between front and back end as clean as possible. Thepages are located at the root of the project.

API
Our app has an API that enable other app or scripts to interact effortlessly with the back-end. It has three functions:

– add, to add an internship in the database– create_database, to deploy the app on a new server– search, to get stage information using the same filters as in the back-end.
How it works
This app is dependent of the Excel file which is provided by the international relationmanager. The system first process this file, generates SQL queries containing allinternships information and then start the Postgres parsing function to enable the searchfunctionality on the freshly imported internships. The add function should only be usedby an administrator who puts this file into the system.
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The graphical interface has been designed from scratch, with the help of bootstrap foranimations and design.

The user can access to a page displaying the list of internships. At the top of the page,the user can filter, search or order internships they want. The selected internships canalso be exported to a CSV file to use them offline.

By clicking on details, more information about the internship is shown.
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The application administrator can also delete the database, as well as importing newdata on an other page.
Results
The app is usable and provide the features intended . However it does not supportaccounts, especially admin ones. Mr. Palix suggested that students could addinternships to their favorite list. Also the page used to upload the project is reachable byeveryone that could add fake data in the database. The add API also suffers from thisproblem. This problem could be fixed by creating a simple authentification mecanismusing the same LDAP data as the virtual machines, but the lack at the end of the projectprevented us to do so.
Overall this provides a user-friendly and easy to use interface with some useful features.However, as the accounts are not implemented, this app is not finished yet, somefeatures may be added and some optimization may also be done. For now the app is stillfully operational.
Documentation
The PHP functions are documented by comments. They include a description of whatthe function is doing, the parameters expected and the returned result.
The API was specified with the swagger tool. The description of the API is available inthe doc repository at this address.

https://gricad-gitlab.univ-grenoble-alpes.fr/Projets-INFO4/20-21/09/docs/-/blob/master/stage-database/api-specification.yaml
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Conclusion
We learned a lot trough this project. We were able to work in a team and develop ourabilities to communicate and conduct the project successfully. We had the opportunityto use agile techniques and we realize how important it is to lead a project. Working withdifferent levels and different backgrounds helped us to face the difficulties together andovercome them. We think that teamwork plays an important part in a project and in ourcase, it succeeded.
Knowing that our project will actually be deployed on a server is very rewarding andmotivated us throughout the building of the applications. We also have the feeling ofhaving produced something really useful for the students, and could be evolving duringthe following years.


